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ABSTRACT
Territorial cooperation has a long history in the UK. Numerous
stakeholders in the UK have a long-standing and active
engagement in the EU’s Territorial Cooperation Programmes (also
known as ETC and Interreg). Launched in 1990, Interreg is the
EU’s framework for territorial cooperation, enabling joint actions
and policy exchanges between national, regional and local actors
from different Member States. Brexit led to the decision on the
part of the UK Government not to participate in EU territorial
cooperation programmes after 2021, except for the PEACE Plus
programme covering Northern Ireland. This article examines what
will be lost because of this decision, especially in terms of what,
where and what types of organisations are impacted, and what
will be ‘missed’ in terms of the added value associated with
territorial cooperation. At a time when cooperation is seen as a
key lever to support efforts in addressing major economic,
political, social and environmental challenges, and border
relations, the article examines what, if anything, is being/can be
done to fill the gaps? The article is based on documentary
analysis, programme data and engagement with policy,
programme and project stakeholders.
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1. Introduction

Cooperation is highly prized. As the UN’s sustainable development goals state the ‘world
is more interconnected than ever, progress has to involve partnership, cooperation and a
collaboration’ (UN, 2016). The value of international cooperation and partnership is clearly
a primary focus. However, the value of territorial approaches to development is also high-
lighted, for example, by the OECD (OECD, 2020) and EU. Thus, territorial cooperation at
the regional and local level also has an important role to play. Territorial cooperation
with neighbouring territories of the UK has a long history. Internationally, territorial
cooperation arrangements come in numerous forms and are widely pursued as a
means for territories to work together to address shared development opportunities
and challenges. The most familiar forms of territorial cooperation in the UK are the EU’s
Interreg Territorial Cooperation Programmes. Interreg is the EU’s framework for territorial
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cooperation that aims to enable joint actions and policy exchanges between national,
regional and local actors from different Member States. Interreg has a long, 30+ year
history and has become a well-established, well-respected component of the policy land-
scapes in the UK and across the territories elsewhere in Europe.

Post-Brexit, the UK government’s decision to withdraw from all but one European Ter-
ritorial Cooperation Programme1 represents a major shift in approach. In addition, the
implications of COVID-19, and shifting domestic policy and international politics, mean
there are wider ‘unknowns’ around future territorial cooperation linked to funding,
policy priorities and political barriers. Despite these challenges, there are opportunities
to pursue. Many other non-EU countries participate in Interreg programmes, noting the
opportunities to pursue synergies with national policy objectives and to link with
related territories in neighbouring counties (McMaster & Vironen, 2017). These conditions
raise the questions will Interreg be missed by UK partners? For the UK, how will its loss
differ in terms of geography, sectors/themes and organisations? Is there/will there be
any opportunity for participation in territorial cooperation in the near future?

This article draws on research on the role and added value of territorial cooperation for
participating regions carried out over a number of years of the UK’s involvement in Inter-
reg2 and linked to a number of policy and programme evaluation projects. The report uti-
lises desk-based research, drawing on both policy and academic sources and interviews
with project and policy stakeholders. The work includes:

. Insights based on the experience of territorial cooperation;

. Options and models for territorial cooperation; and

. Recommendations for future territorial cooperation.

The scope, scale and timing of the work mean that the paper is not an exhaustive account
but aims to provide a robust foundation for future analysis and debate.

2. Approach and methods

Assessing the added value of territorial cooperation, in particular Interreg, is extremely
challenging due to the comparatively small amounts of funding,3 large geographic
areas covered, lack of comparable data and work which often involves ‘experimental’
and ‘soft’ areas of cooperation (Mirwaldt & McMaster, 2008). Nevertheless, the impact
and added value of Interreg are the subject of formal evaluation reports and wider
debate. Analyses reveal achievements in terms of the quantitative effects of EU funding
in leveraging additional resources for economic development through ‘financial
pooling’ acting as a catalyst for regeneration and encouraging partners to undertake
sub-regional projects that might otherwise not take place (Martin & Tyler, 2006).

More widely acknowledged, but no less challenging to measure, is the qualitative
added value of Interreg. Qualitative analysis and wider definitions of policy-added
value have been widely applied to EU Cohesion Policy (Mairate, 2006), and Interreg in par-
ticular. The opportunities for the exchange of experience and learning and the adoption
of innovative elements, processes or responses to domestic policy are commonly men-
tioned (Ferry & Gross, 2005). In line with Interreg’s scope to work across borders and
with variable geographies, it is valued for enabling new approaches, new partnerships
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(Lähteenmäki-Smith & Dubois, 2006) and collaboration across new geographies (Böhme
et al., 2003a; Colomb, 2007; Dühr et al., 2007; Farthing & Carrière, 2007). This work pro-
vides valuable insights into the areas/types of added value, in particular ‘soft’ added
value. However, analyses tend to focus on value for the EU, region, programme areas
or project partners and a single programme period. A major missing link, which
became all too obvious during the Brexit negotiations, is a national understanding of
the role of Interreg and views over successive programme periods.

As well as considering experience, this article seeks to look forward at conditions ‘post-
Brexit’. To do so, the wider context for territorial cooperation is examined. Territorial
cooperation is a much broader concept and process than Interreg programmes alone.
Policy and academic literature explore the variety of territorial cooperation in the forms
of cross-border (between adjacent regions), transnational (involving regional and local
authorities) and interregional (large-scale information exchange and sharing of experi-
ence) cooperation (Perkmann, 2003; Scott, 2002). The rationales, forms and foci of territor-
ial cooperation programmes differ considerably, linked to different development paths,
contexts and needs (Faludi, 2007a, 2007b). Key variables when differentiating between
forms of territorial cooperation structures are as follows:

. The degree of administrative centralisation or decentralisation;

. The levels of formality/institutionalisation involved;

. The level of ‘openness’ and intensity of partner involvement;

. The extent to which joint or parallel structures are in place to support cooperation; and

. The extent to which the institutions involved take an active role in driving cooperation
(McMaster et al., 2013).

Noting this variation in the forms and formats for territorial cooperation informs discus-
sion on options for territorial cooperation in the UK post-Brexit. By taking this broader
view, the analysis explores ways in which territorial cooperation is, and can continue to
be, pursued in the post-Brexit period. The research draws on three main sources.

. Documentary and policy research: final programme reports; annual reports; European
Commission evaluations and studies; programme publications; academic research.

. Project review: Review of the UK Interreg A and B project descriptions in the INTERACT
keep.eu database. 2110 projects, involving 4259 partners, are recorded in the KEEP
database as involving UK partners.4 Developed by the EU’s INTERACT programme,
the database is a source of aggregated information regarding the projects and benefi-
ciaries. It offers a source of the cross programme and longitudinal data on geographic,
partner type and thematic participation in Interreg.5

. Interviews: A number of interviews were undertaken with experienced stakeholders,
who offered perspectives on their involvement over successive programme periods.
The interviews, 20+, involved national, programme and regional representatives over
an extended period of 2018–2021. The results were collated and compared to identify
common, shared themes, particularly in relation to perceptions of added value.

This three-point methodology allows triangulation of results and findings, adding weight
to the analysis and conclusions. It is also noted that the authors have been active
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participants in debates and dialogues at national, devolved government and regional
levels, preparing policy papers and reviewmaterials, which offer insights and a participant
observation element to the research.

3. UK and European territorial cooperation

UK territories have been involved in Interreg for over 30 years, since its inception. Inter-
reg’s aim is to jointly tackle common challenges and find shared solutions in fields
such as health, environment, research, education, transport and sustainable energy. Pro-
jects are co-funded by seven-year programmes, to which participating countries commit
funding. For example, for the 2014–2020 period, the UK committed to five cross-border
cooperation programmes, six transnational programmes and four interregional pro-
grammes with a total budget of up to €10.1 billion (CEC, 2023). Interreg is a highly struc-
tured, institutionalised, closely managed/regulated programme-based cooperation. The
programmes are developed based on a partnership approach with strong regional/
local involvement in the development and delivery. With an overall aim of supporting ter-
ritorial cooperation between participating regions, the programmes also have their own
specific objectives and priorities, and distinctive elements, for example, the remote and
peripheral communities in the Northern Periphery and Arctic Programme, connectivity
in the North Sea Region programme and shared education, shared spaces and services
in the PEACE programme.

The Withdrawal Agreement concluded between the EU and the UK establishes the
terms of the UK’s withdrawal from the EU, in accordance with Article 50 of the Treaty
of the European Union (CEC, 2020a). Under the Withdrawal Agreement, UK partners
can now only participate in projects and programmes until the closure of the
2014–2020 programmes. The only exception to the UK withdrawal from Interreg Pro-
grammes is the 2021–2027 PEACE Plus programme, which includes Northern Ireland.
The decision not to pursue new participation in Interreg post 2020 has been opposed
by, in particular, the devolved governments in the UK. Scottish Government and Scot-
tish local authorities have been vocal in their ongoing commitment to territorial
cooperation with neighbouring territories. In 2017, the Scottish Cabinet Secretary
for the Constitution, Europe and External Affairs Mike Russell stated that ‘it remains
important for Scotland to maintain presence and participation in the current EU
cooperation programmes both now and after exit from the EU’ (Quoted in McMaster
et al., 2017). More recently, in November 2022, the Scottish Government Employment
Minister Richard Lochhead wrote to the UK Levelling Up Secretary stating that Scot-
tish ministers believe that the UK Government should commit financially to partici-
pate in programmes for the 2021–2027 period. He highlighted the innovative
projects which have benefited from £72.5 million of European Territorial Cooperation
grants, the strong and valued role of Scottish partners; and concern there was ‘no
funding, nor desire, to develop and continue the fruitful cooperation initiatives’
referred to in plans for shared prosperity funding (Scottish Government, 2022). Simi-
larly, Scottish local councils state that without additional funding from the EU or
national level there is no ‘financial room’ to maintain or foster external relations,
but there is still an appetite for better awareness and opportunities for cooperation
(Bergstra et al., 2021).
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The Welsh Government was early to set out its ongoing commitment to territorial
cooperation in the future. The Welsh Government (2017) stated that it has attracted
around £7.3 m per year from European Territorial Cooperation programmes, and went
on to say that cross-border cooperation with Ireland could become even more important
post-2020. The Ireland-Wales Shared Statement (2021) highlights the wish for the ‘closest
and deepest possible relationship between the UK and Ireland, and between Wales and
Ireland’. As mentioned, Northern Ireland remains involved in the PEACE Plus Interreg pro-
gramme, but loses wider links to the EU’s high north (e.g. previously possible through the
Northern Periphery and Arctic Programme), to Scotland (e.g. previously possible through
Northern Ireland – Ireland - Scotland cross-border cooperation Programme) and to wider
Europe (e.g. previously possible through the North West Europe Programme). In England,
as will be discussed, regional participation in Interreg has been more mixed. However,
authorities in Cornwall and Kent have noted the loss of the resource and the impact on
links to neighbouring territories. In March 2021, Cornwall County Council acted to set
up a Memorandum of Understanding with Brittany Council, positioning itself as an
‘outward looking region’ (Cornwall County Council, 2021). Kent County Council high-
lighted the importance of ongoing partner cooperation across borders and the value of
funds secured through Interreg in their response to the UK Government Communities
and Local Government Select Committee Inquiry on Brexit and Local Government (Kent
County Council, 2017). Subsequently, Kent County Council, along with Essex, has gone
on to pursue cooperation through the Straits Committee (2023), which links territories
bordering the Dover Strait area and the Channel-North Sea region.

More generally, UK partners have a reputation as well-respected partners in
cooperation programmes. They are widely recognised as leaders in their field, manage
the administrative elements of the programmes well, and due to internal requirements
to secure co-financing are noted as being experienced and focussed on delivering
outputs and results (McMaster, 2017a). Despite the opposition, the UK government’s pos-
ition on Interreg remains unchanged and responses note, instead, the power given to
local governments to focus funding on locally-identified projects (Press and Journal,
2022). The decision by the UK Government appears to end opportunities for European ter-
ritorial cooperation through Interreg for partners in most of the UK. It raises the questions,
how does the loss differ in terms of geography, sectors/themes and organisations, and is
there/will there be any opportunity for territorial cooperation in the near future?

In terms of involvement in Interreg, experiences vary across the UK. The programmes
have different territorial coverage and financial scales. The largest in terms of funding was
the Interreg B North West Europe Programme which includes highly populated territories.
The smallest is the Interreg B Northern Periphery and Arctic Programme. Table 1 illustrates
the range of areas covered as well as the scale of the programmes.

Figure 1 shows a regional distribution of participation. Northern Ireland, which has a
direct land border with Ireland, and is eligible for multiple Interreg programmes, has a
high proportion of projects, particularly given its comparatively small population size.
Similarly, Wales and Scotland have high levels of involvement. The highest numbers of
projects are in Northern Ireland and South East England, large areas of which are
covered by two cross-border programmes and the Interreg North West Europe and
North Sea Region Programmes. The Highlands and Islands in Scotland are also notable
for their high levels of engagement, especially given their comparatively small population.
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Table 1. Interreg Programmes 2014–2020.
Interreg
strand

Programme Total
budget
(million)

Partner countries Coverage in the UK

Interreg A Two Seas €257 France, Belgium, The
Netherlands, the UK

South West, South East
and East of England

Interreg A Manche/Channel €223 France, the UK South West, South East
and East of England

Interreg A Ireland, Northern Ireland,
Scotland (IE, NI, Sco)

€240 Ireland, the UK Northern Ireland and
Western Scotland

Interreg A Peace €229 Ireland, the UK Northern Ireland
Interreg A Ireland, Wales (IE/Wales) €79 Ireland, the UK Wales
Interreg B Atlantic Area €140 Ireland Spain, France,

Portugal, the UK
Western England and
Wales, Northern
Ireland and Scotland

Interreg B North Sea Region ⍰⍰167 Denmark, Germany, France,
Netherlands, Norway,
Sweden, the UK

East Coast of the UK

Interreg B North-West Europe (NWE) €396 Germany, France,
Netherlands, the UK

Whole of the UK

Interreg B Northern Periphery and Arctic
(NPA) (formerly Northern
Periphery Programme - NPP)

€50 Ireland, Iceland, Faroe Islands,
Greenland, Norway,
Sweden, Finland, the UK

Northern Ireland North
East and South West
of Scotland

Interreg B Mediterranean €265 Croatia, Cyprus, France,
Greece, Italy, Malta,
Portugal, Slovenia, Spain,
the UK

Gibraltar

Interreg B South West Europe €107 Spain, France, Portugal, the
UK Andorra

Gibraltar

Source: DG REGIO.

Figure 1. Regional breakdown of UK participation (numbers of projects and partnerships by region/
nation). Source: author calculations from the KEEP.eu database https://keep.eu/statistics/.
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The lower levels of participation in, for example, Cumbria and Yorkshire partly reflect the
geography of the programmes, the perceived relevance of ‘border’ issues and access to
alternative sources of funding. Figure 2 illustrates the countries that stakeholders are
most commonly working with. It is notable that France, Ireland, Germany and the
Nordic countries are key partners.

The Interreg programmes share broad development goals, informed by both EU and
national development priorities, most notably: innovation and competitiveness,
resource efficiency and renewable energy, adaptation to climate change and protecting
the natural and cultural heritage. Interreg projects with UK partners funded since 2000
cover themes ranging from forestry to social inclusion, see Figure 3. The highest
numbers of projects fall under three broad headings: SME and entrepreneurship; plan-
ning, clustering and economic cooperation; cultural heritage and sustainable manage-
ment of natural resources.

Looking beyond the broad themes, the projects have entailed various activities, such as
capital investments which have led to, for example, building and area redevelopment
(locations within urban areas and villages, public and recreational spaces, public build-
ings, visitor destinations); and transport infrastructure provision (community roads, port
and marina infrastructure, and small-scale public transport infrastructure). However,
rather than physical outputs, the main focus of the projects tends to be focused on intan-
gible solutions-based work focusing on innovation, and capacity/services, which target,
for example, developing new and improved services.

A wide range of project partners are involved in Interreg. Strongly represented are local
government; government agencies and authorities; universities and FE colleges; and
NGOs. For some institutions, Interreg has been a small ‘side line’ to their main role.

Figure 2. Cooperating regions. Source: author calculations from the KEEP.eu database https://
keep.eu/statistics/.
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Figure 3. Thematic categorisation of UK projects. Source: author calculations from the KEEP.eu data-
base https://keep.eu/statistics/.

Table 2. EU funding for Kent 2007–2013 (£1 = €0.85 exchange rate – figures are approximate as rates
vary).
Programme No. of projects

approved involving
Kent partners

Total value of projects
(EU + match
funding)

Total value of EU
funding secured for
Kent

Total value of EU
funding secured for
KCC

KCC Interreg IVA 2
Seas

37 £89,561,539 £13,185,365 £6,239,985

Interreg IVA
Channel

30 £39,575,068 £5,004,190 £1,510,391

Interreg IVB North
Sea Region

2 £7,192,101 £641,340 £136,015

Interreg IVB North
West Europe

8 £42,212,944 £1,713,138 £288,073

Source: Kent County Council (2014).
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However, for others it forms a quite significant strand of funding. For example, Kent
County Council was eligible under four Interreg A and B programmes, see Table 2, and
in the past has secured a number of projects and associated resources.

Table 3 breaks down the sectors further and provides an average of the sizes of pro-
jects for Scotland. In this case the high level of University participation and a high level
of private-sector engagement are notable. This runs counter to the general trend of
lower levels of private sector engagement in Interreg.

Looking across these figures and tables, the high levels of engagement by territories
‘lagging’ in relation to overall UK development levels, for example, the Highlands and
Islands, Northern Ireland and W. Wales, are important in the context of wider regional
development debates. Links to ‘near neighbours’, France, Ireland, Belgium and the
Netherlands are clearly strong through Interreg. However, also of note is the intensity
of links with Nordic and Scandinavian partners, including non-EU Member States
Norway and Iceland. The topics of cooperation highlight both the range of themes
covered and also the high concentrations of activity in key ‘territorially-based’ activities
such as clustering, coastal and maritime development, urban development and sustain-
able management of environmental resources, suggesting a ‘distinct role’ for Interreg
in these areas.

3.1 Mind the gap – added value of Interreg?

As has been noted, assessing added value is challenging (Mairate, 2006), especially for
such a large, long-running and complex initiative. Account needs to be taken of
context, scale, capacity and perceptions may differ and vary over time (Bachtler &
Taylor, 2003). Added value also comprises different elements (Böhme et al., 2003b;
Colomb, 2007). Taking this into account, this research draws on experience over a
number of programme periods and insights from stakeholders with direct experience
of Interreg.

At the outset, it is important to note that various operational criticisms are levelled at
Interreg, and territorial cooperation more generally. Assessments note challenges such as
the time it takes to build up relationships, technical/administrative issues and how to best
deliver, capitalise and carry forward results (CEC, 2016; Panteia, 2010). Post-Brexit, impor-
tant questions are raised about the value of pursuing regional cooperation with EU

Table 3. Scotland Interreg award by sectors 2014–2020.
Sector Number of participants

Charity & Trust 22
Further Education 2
Government Agency 27
Health Board 22
Local Authority 24
Private Sector 35
Research Organisation 11
Scottish Government 3
Transport Partnership 13
University 64
Urban regeneration company 2

Source: Author Calculation: Scotland Europa.
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territories and ‘EU-focused projects’. These questions are all the more relevant against the
background of the cost of living crisis, pressures on domestic public services and major
public sector budget cuts.

Despite efforts at simplification, the Interreg programme remains complex due to, for
example, the time taken to develop projects, time and cost involved in maintaining large
partnerships, administrative complexities and delays, heavy reporting requirements and
bureaucracy around verification of claims and procurement requirements. Issues
around administrative complexity have sometimes ‘scared away’ participants, in particular
private sector partners. In some instances, difficulties are heightened by weaknesses in
the support and guidance offered to partners. Lack of identifiable results is another
major concern, with many project outputs criticised for being temporary, limited to
joint reports/strategies or lacking transferability (FORUM GmbH, 2009). Taken together
the high amount of effort, administrative effort and limited returns suggest an overall
high transaction cost involved in Interreg, which runs counter to its overall aim of redu-
cing such barriers.

Nevertheless, not only is there pressure to continue participation in territorial
cooperation from within the UK, territorial cooperation remains widely pursued interna-
tionally as a means for areas with shared and common interests to address joint chal-
lenges and opportunities (Blatter, 2001; MacLeod, 2001; Mederios, 2018; Ohmae, 1993;
Perkmann, 2007; van Houtum, 2000). The following are areas where partners identify ‘dis-
tinct’ added value.

Territorial cooperation is identified as offering a thematic and/or territorial focus on
specific areas. Analysis of UK participation in Interreg programmes found particular clus-
ters of activity in relation to the following sectors: energy; low carbon/green technology;
transport and connectivity; construction; blue growth and marine economy; health and
life sciences; agri-food; environmental protection and creative industries and culture
(McMaster, 2017b). Crucially, cooperation programmes and projects offered the chance
to work within territorially-relevant and ‘relatable’ areas of activity alongside territories
with the same, similar, or related place-based opportunities and challenges. For
example, the Northern Periphery and Arctic programme has been particularly relevant
for the Highlands and Islands given the programme’s focus on the needs of remote
and sparsely-populated areas. The North Sea Programme, in turn, has been valuable by
linking territories along the North Sea coast, and funding a number of innovative projects
in fields such as maritime transport and aspects off-shore renewables. Overall, the pro-
grammes have enabled collaboration in, for example, niche/emerging territorially impor-
tant sectors, which are not necessarily prioritised by national policy, for example, a specific
types of aquaculture (Laganà, 2020; McMaster & Vironen, 2017).

Through cooperation, partners have built critical mass to develop, test and pilot
specialised and tailored actions and activities in ways that would not have been possible
working in isolation (Hörnström et al., 2012; McMaster & Vironen, 2019) for example, with
cooperation helping to fill specific knowledge gaps and enable access to external exper-
tise on territorially relevant themes. For example, Interreg programmes were early to
support work on remote health care provision in extremely isolated communities.
Cooperation between coastal, island and peripheral regions connects areas and interests
which can be marginalised or overlooked by domestic policies, for example, the value of
cruise tourism to island communities. In addition, as has been noted, the partner types
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involved in Interreg programmes are diverse. Working through triple and quadruple helix
partnerships, involving public authorities, industry, academia and citizens, is a common
characteristic of Interreg projects. Thus, territories can extend their networks and connec-
tions, for example, to include centres of research excellence, public authorities leading
development in service provision and building connections to act jointly.

The recognition that partners ‘have a lot to offer’ has been important in building confi-
dence and giving a profile to stakeholders. International recognition was an unexpected,
but valuable, result noted by Scottish partners involved in the European Territorial
Cooperation programmes (McMaster & Vironen, 2019). They not only gained from the
shared experience, but the process of sharing their experience with others and the oppor-
tunity to become a ‘leader’ in the project was also beneficial. For example, in the CityLogo
(URBACT), the recognition of Dundee’s leading role in the use of city branding and stra-
tegic communication as an economic development tool means the City now has a solid
evidence base and confidence upon which to progress and justify further efforts (McMas-
ter & Vironen, 2019). At a more strategic level, for regional and devolved governments,
participation in programme monitoring committees is a channel for regular meetings
with international counterparts and multi-level partnerships. For example, representatives
of the Scottish Government would sit alongside representatives of the UK government on
the North Sea Region Programme Monitoring Committee. Along with the Scottish Gov-
ernment, regional representatives attended Monitoring Committees for the Northern Per-
iphery and Arctic Programme, and sit alongside government and European Commission
officials from the participating countries.

Innovation in the form of new ideas, approaches and processes is central to territorial
cooperation initiatives. Territorial cooperation programmes have been ‘early adopters’ of
work in areas such as the circular economy, and remote public service provision prior to
their prioritisation in mainstream programmes. For example, allowing a local authority to
‘take a risk’ or draw in best practices in a way that would not be possible acting alone. In
particular, territorial cooperation initiatives have a key role in facilitating the flow and
exchange of information, which underpins innovation. Innovation networks and connections
not only enable knowledge sharing but also function to build up common social capital and
trust. Many programmes are increasingly in a position to develop, apply and exploit that
information, for example, pre-commercial research working in association with potential
end-users, product and process innovation with marketable products and improved
approaches (McMaster & Vironen, 2019). For example, partners involved in a project sup-
porting entrepreneurial firms working in digital and green economies funded by the
North West Europe Programme noted the valuable chance to ‘explore validating their inno-
vation in one or more partner regions in Europe, thanks to the support from the Interreg IV-
B North West Europe programme’ (National Centre for Universities and Business, 2015). The
small scale of the projects and the collaborative approach means there is an opportunity to
‘give things a go’, test, trial and pilot. If it works well that is a useful outcome, if not the
organisation is better informed and can come up with alternative solutions. For example,
practitioners working in the ‘mPower project’, funded by the Interreg VB Ireland – Scotland
– Northern Ireland cross-border programme, highlighted the value of cooperation for
working more effectively, working better by linking up strengths, for example, in work
on patient well-being and health management, and for recognising locational nuances
and appreciating differences (McMaster & Vironen, 2019)
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Learning and exchange of ideas are vital to building social capital and working more
effectively, working better by linking up strengths and recognising locational nuances
and appreciating differences. Partners invest effort into developing innovative thinking
and ideas, taking a valuable opportunity to gain a wider perspective, For example, a
study of the Ireland-Wales programme notes

despite the relatively small size of the Interreg Ireland-Wales programme, the evolution of
Ireland-Wales cross-border cooperation under its aegis has proved essential to the empow-
erment of policy networks in Ireland and Wales. This is one of the programme’s most impor-
tant achievements. Cross-border networks in Ireland and Wales have gained independence
from the actions that have formed them, they have enforced and introduced boundaries
to strengthen their position in new cross-border processes in areas of interests such as scien-
tific research, culture and tourism (Laganà & Wincott, 2020).

This is especially important at a time when budgetary pressures can force a narrowing
of perspectives and focus solely on core tasks. Cooperative actions are also valued as cat-
alysts to stimulate new ideas for funding and action, either accessing a new market or
driving innovation, for example, in emerging sectors such as the circular economy. For
example, in cooperation programmes the scale of the projects and the opportunity to
work in partnership are appealing to ‘kick start’ organisations wanting to engage but
lacking the experience or scale to move straight into a larger application to one of the
bigger funds. As well as the formal links, the informal exchanges and interpersonal
links are invaluable for building enthusiasm and ‘excitement’ in participants which they
can bring back to their own organisations. The importance of recognising and capitalising
on these ‘soft’ outcomes, retaining links and know-how and extending/embedding them
in participating organisations is something that Interreg partners note as valuable
(McMaster & Vironen, 2019).

The networks of stakeholders that have developed through successful territorial
cooperation programmes have strategic know-how, local knowledge, thematic expertise
and a combined capacity to innovate and take informed, forward-looking perspectives on
future development. Particular successes are noted in relation to growth and economic
development, business relationship, SMEs, entrepreneurial skills (particularly for youth),
research and innovation, the labour market, university engagement, vocational training,
environment, transport, tourism, culture and media, and ‘new governance’ (e-govern-
ment) (Guillermo-Ramirez, 2018). More recently, COVID responses and understanding ter-
ritorial impacts have been the subject of successful cooperation (NPA, 2020). COVID
restrictions and responses demanded significant shifts, change and innovation in a
wide range of economic, social and environmental practices. Exchanges of ideas and
approaches and dialogue on new thinking are central to managing events in the short
term and for future development. Similarly, responses to global challenges such as
climate change and exchange on best managing the potential of the specific area
need and potential all benefit from collaborative efforts.

4. Finding opportunities: taking forward added value

What is clear from the preceding assessment is that Interreg cooperation does bring
something ‘extra’. Without it, various territories in the UK will have to face the loss of
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valuable cooperation links and work built over a long period of time, such as in the High-
lands and Islands of Scotland. Programmes and projects have been active in many areas of
work relevant to the contemporary challenges facing UK territories today and in the
future. The loss of momentum caused by the uncertainty since the Brexit vote in 2016
and withdrawal during 2021–2027 Interreg programmes are substantial, for example,
with local and regionally-based EU policy officers and programme contact points
moving to other roles. This represents a loss of capacity as well as a financial resource.
Furthermore, COVID and associated closed borders and reduced travel, economic and
political crises, and pressure on public spending and services have posed major chal-
lenges and barriers.

Looking to the future, it is technically possible for the UK territories to be involved in
Interreg programmes. The new European Territorial Cooperation (ETC) Regulations pro-
posed by the European Commission’s DG Regio make provision for UK participation as
a ‘third country’ (CEC, 2020b). In EU regulations the third country refers to any country
outside the EU. ‘Third country’ participation is a routine part of Interreg and other Euro-
pean Territorial Cooperation programmes. The Interreg regulation states

It is necessary to continue supporting or, as appropriate, to establish cooperation in all its
dimensions with the Union’s neighbouring third countries, as such cooperation is an impor-
tant regional development policy tool and should benefit the regions of the Member States
which border third countries (CEC, 2020b ).

Numerous EU neighbour countries, ranging from Iceland to Tunisia, have negotiated
‘third country’ participation in Interreg programmes. Alongside a financial commitment
to the programmes, they participate in setting programme objectives, programme
management and implementation and project partnerships. Currently, as a reserved
matter, agreement to participate as a ‘third country’ would have to be secured by
the UK Government. Nevertheless, the ETC regulations also make provision for geo-
graphic flexibility, which may allow for partner participation on a self-funded, case-
by-case basis. However, at present, Northern Ireland remains the only UK territory to
be involved in a 2021–2027 Interreg programme. The involvement of Scottish, Welsh
or English territories would require self-funding, and a formal commitment to
specific programmes which currently would also require some form of agreement
from the UK government.

Despite this option being available, substantial progress towards re-engagement with
the Interreg programmes is so far limited. Therefore, it is useful to take a broader perspec-
tive on the numerous forms of territorial cooperation with more open flexible frameworks,
which could be/are open to UK territories, or could inspire future efforts, albeit with fewer
financial resources, as Table 4 illustrates.

As Table 4 illustrates, territorial cooperation can range from sporadic consultation
involving limited resources to wide-ranging and well-resourced programmes with accom-
panying institutional frameworks. Each arrangement has pros and cons. However, the
very fact that territorial cooperation has developed in such a range of ways and in
different contexts demonstrates:

. Cooperation is widely valued and sought after by stakeholders across sectors and levels
of government;
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. There are a range of ‘entry points’ for territorial cooperation, associations, formal pro-
grammes and mixed approaches;

. Cooperation efforts change and evolve, participants come and go, arrangements can
get more/less formal/lead to spin off initiatives; and

. Cooperation initiatives ‘co-exist’ and work in complementary ways to the benefit of all
partners (McMaster et al., 2021).

Greater openness to how territorial cooperation is approached is leading to some
opportunities for development, renewed efforts and re-assessments of existing links.
Taking inspiration from this flexibility in territorial cooperation, new initiatives are start-
ing to emerge. Scotland is working to pursue and maintain cross-border links with

Table 4. Forms of cooperation.
Macro-region/Sea
Basin

EU macro-regional and sea basin strategies
arose from a need to find more targeted
solutions to common challenges. A sea basin
strategy for the Atlantic area is in place and
can involve non-EU partners, including United
States and Canada.

• Strategic, multi-level cooperation • Scope to
combine funding sources while working
towards shared and common goals • Scope to
link territorial development concerns and
marine development issues • Scope to work
across a wide range of areas/themes • Helps
bring a strategic/territorial dimension to
locally/driven projects and vice versa

Nordic/Nora In the Nordic area, common societal and
cultural links lie at the heart of contemporary
cooperation in the region, while formalised/
political territorial cooperation gradually
developed as they were needed to manage
problems (Sundelius & Wiklund, 1979) One
example is the NORA organisation – a funded
as a regional cooperation programme and
covers the Faroe Islands, Greenland, Iceland
and the west coast of Norway.

• Develop integrated cross-sectoral approaches
to territorial needs • A mix of formal
programme-based cooperation, governmental
and regional-/local-level initiatives • Capacity
to reflect specific territorial interests/
approaches

Area Commission The North Sea and Atlantic Arc Commissions are
examples of looser forms of cooperation. The
Commissions are two of six geographical
Commissions of the Conference of Peripheral
Maritime Regions (CPMR). Both are
cooperation platforms for regions around
their respective shared marine territories.
Wales, Ireland and England have areas in the
Atlantic Arc. Scottish and English Regions
have been involved in the North Sea
Commission.

• Strong local/area roots and representation •
Engagement on strategic issues facing the
area • Well-attended conferences and network
events • Work across territorial and marine
development issues • Patchy geographic
coverage and visibility • Variable levels of
engagement • Lacks established sources of
funding to support regular projects

International
Local networks

• Eurocities and the Council of European
Municipalities and Regions (CEMR) • Congress
of Local and Regional Authorities • Conference
of Peripheral Maritime Regions (CPMR)

• Have already supported and facilitated
cooperation across borders • Remain open to
the EU and UK regardless of the impact of
Brexit

Nordic-Scottish A less widely known example of territorially
based cooperation is the Nordic-Scottish
cooperation which developed in the lead-up
to Sweden and Finland’s EU accession and
Norway’s referendum on EU membership. The
changing pattern of relationships led to the
identification of strategic interest in
establishing a cooperative relationship.
Preliminary contacts were initiated by
Highlands and Island Enterprise in 1994
(Böhme et al., 2003a).

• Small scale at the outset • Initially a limited
group of stakeholders allowed the cooperation
to ‘build solid’ foundations • High-level
engagement of policy-makers who could drive
further initiatives • Focus on the value of
learning and networking as a means to
boosting efficiency, effectiveness and
innovation

Source: Author illustration drawing on McMaster et al. (2021) Territorial Cooperation Around the Irish Sea, EPRC Report for
Welsh Government, May 2021.
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Ireland (and Northern Ireland) through the PEACE Plus Programme. Geographic flexi-
bility in the programmes to allow for functional geographies means cross-border col-
laboration is not strictly limited to the administrative borders of the Programme. This
allows for organisations and institutions not based in the core programme area to
be involved in projects. For example, the Welsh Government has worked to develop
an informal ‘Framework for co-operation across the Irish Sea’ (Welsh Government,
2023; Green, 2022). By building on existing policy and strategies, a symposium in
June 2021, discussions with Devolved Governments and engagement with stakeholders
from regions and nations around the Irish Sea space, have helped to build a broad con-
sensus on pursuing territorial cooperation around the Irish Sea. Recognising the politi-
cal and financial barriers, an informal framework for cooperation based around a
‘coalition of the willing’, which can draw in additional partners, is evolving with stra-
tegic direction in the short-term and can evolve towards more concrete medium-
term goals, based on coordinating, sign-posting, facilitating and influencing (Green,
2022). Three priority areas have been agreed on Innovation including Life Sciences; Sus-
tainable Blue Growth; Communities & Culture and the aim is to take forward comp-
lementary actions ‘under the framework’, which could include running events,
establishing networks or even aligning investments, potential for joint initiatives
between regions and nations, for example, one example of action is seed funding,
such as the successful 2021 SCoRE Cymru call (Welsh Government, 2021).

Another example concerns building on the long history of links and cooperation with
the Arctic regions and countries. Scotland’s northern location, as well as cultural, social
and economic links with the northernmost parts of Europe in particular was formalised
through the Arctic Connections – Scotland’s Arctic Policy Framework in 2019 (Scottish
Government, 2019). The Scottish-Arctic cooperation aims for a two-way discussion with
the aim of paving the way for new collaborations and opportunities on shared challenges
such as climate change, but also presenting Scotland, in the post-Brexit environment, as
‘an open and outward looking nation’. Naturally, this provides an opportunity to build on
the already strong links with the man of the territories of the Interreg Northern Periphery
and the Arctic Programme but offers opportunities also beyond the EU (most notably with
Canada and northern parts of the USA).

At this stage, efforts are modest in terms of financial resources, but do have a weight of
support behind them. Crucially, they retain a level of contact between key stakeholders,
which links to the retention of key areas of the added value that come from territorial
cooperation: the contacts and networks. However, these illustrate examples of how
engagement, recognising and pooling other forms of territorial engagement, working
pragmatically can lead to an evolving network of territorial cooperation. There is evidence
of emerging approaches worthy of future study in the future and raising questions such as
whether territorial cooperation is increasingly localised, as opposed to regional and how
durable are the new initiatives?

5. Conclusions

Interreg supports territorial cooperation across borders and UK partners have been
active and engaged partners in various programmes for over 30 years. The UK govern-
ment’s decision not to participate in Interreg programmes was taken despite the
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potential and precedent for non-EU Member States to engage, and support
for ongoing participation from the Devolved Governments and a number of English
territories. The decision also comes at a time of increased policy and theoretical interest
in territorial cooperation.

This assessment of the experience of Interreg in the UK acknowledges the shortcom-
ings and challenges of what can be a complex form of funding to work with. However, the
assessment also highlights places and areas where Interreg has added value and focussed
support. These include the particular impact and influence in UK territories facing specific
territorial development challenges, such as the Highlands and Islands, Northern Ireland
and South Wales. Drawing on works of literature on the qualitative added value of the
policy, the value of territorial cooperation as a means of building critical mass, enhancing
international profiles and engagement, developing and maintaining productive networks
and adapting/managing change are highlighted.

While participation in future Interreg programmes is not impossible from a regu-
latory perspective and is something that is actively pursued by some stakeholders,
Interreg is not the ‘only show in town’ as far as territorial cooperation is concerned.
Taking a broader view of territorial cooperation shows that other territorially based
forms of cooperation exist and could be key to maintaining some form of momentum
in cooperation efforts, retaining key networks, relationships and know-how. Other
forms of territorial cooperation also highlight how there can be flexibility through
a range of ‘entry points’ for territorial cooperation, associations, formal programmes
and mixed approaches; cooperation efforts change and evolve, participants come and
go, arrangements can get more/less formal/lead to spin off initiatives; and
cooperation initiatives ‘co-exist’ and work in complementary ways to the benefit of
all partners.

This paper comes at a time of ongoing change and does not provide a comprehensive
analysis. However, it demonstrates that there is evidence of emerging approaches worthy
of future study in the future and raising questions such as whether territorial cooperation
is increasingly localised, as opposed to regional and how durable are the new initiatives?
Will devolved governments continue to look to Interreg as a form of cooperation to
‘return to’ or pursue new solutions?

Notes

1. With the exception of the 2021–2027 PEACE PLUS Programme.
2. In particular the works draw on research undertaken as part of McMaster et al. (2021) Terri-

torial Cooperation Around the Irish Sea, EPRC Report for Welsh Government, May 2021 and
McMaster and Vironen (2019) European Territorial Cooperation in Scotland post 2020, EPRC
Report for Scotland Europa.

3. In 2021–2027 EU funds allocated to Cohesion Policy amount to EUR 392 billion, the European
territorial cooperation element of this is 6.7 billion European Commission, DG Regio, Euro-
pean Territorial Cooperation https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/policy/cooperation/
european-territorial/cross-border_en, accessed 27 January 2023.

4. Figures corrected as on 19.01.23 https://keep.eu/countries-and-regions/
5. https://keep.eu/, it is acknowledged that the data base of not complete for all programmes.

Limitations on the data are listed https://keep.eu/faq/data-what-are-the-limitations-of-data-
in-keep/
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